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Abstract: In this study, we reveal an LED light source model applied in fluorescence microscopes.
This optical model is composed of a confocal total internal reflection lens array system (CTLAS) with
a nine-LED array. The CTLAS optical system that we designed consists of a total internal reflection
(TIR) lens array and a confocal system. The electrical power of the nine-LED array is 7.9 watts,
which is lower than traditional light sources, such as the original 120-watt halogen lamps used in
fluorescence microscopes (Zeiss, Axio Imager 2). We have successfully applied the CTLAS system to
an Axio Imager 2 fluorescence microscope to observe the vascular bundle organization, modified with
Cy3 fluorescence molecules, and have found that in the process of system assembly, the fabrication
errors of optical lenses could have a critical effect on the CTLAS system. The results of our experiment
show that, in order to achieve the same illuminance as that of the halogen lamp, the displacement
error tolerances of the lateral x-axis and the longitudinal z-axis must be controlled within 1.3 mm and
1.7 mm, respectively.
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1. Introduction

For the past decade, scientists have been interested in the field of Biomedical Engineering [1].
In this field, the application of imaging optics is a particularly fascinating research topic. Bio-imaging
technology provides an excellent solution for acquiring high quality images. Usually, when scientists
observe germs, cells, tissues and other objects by microscopes, high resolution and sufficient contrast
are the primary factors which determine the microscopic image quality [2,3]. However, in the study
of biology, many analytes exceed the diffraction limit of an optical microscope in the visible light
band. In order to see those small analytes, scientists modify the fluorescence modules and excite them
to emit light of specific wavelengths. Accordingly, we can use conventional optical microscopes to
observe nanoscale objects. As a fluorescence microscope can excite fluorescence modules and detect
the emitted light, the light source of the fluorescence microscope that is used to generate fluorescent
light is an essential component that must be sufficiently powerful, and which must have the correct
light spectrum.

Halogen lamps, or xenon arc lamps with broad band light used in commercial fluorescence
microscopes [4–10], are usually employed as light sources [11]. The broad band light is used for both
conventional visual observation and fluorescence excitement. Considering the energy efficiency of
light excitation, we understand that only a part of all emitted light, in the specified spectrum that
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can be absorbed by the dye (fluorescence modules), is used in the excitation process. An amount of
light from the light source is blocked by different types of optical filters which cannot ideally block
all undesired light, due to fabrication defects. The leaked light will generate noise and reduce image
quality. Additionally, optical filters would waste most of the lamp’s energy because most light energy
is outside the region of the absorption spectrum. This means that we need more powerful light sources
when operating microscopes in fluorescence mode. Without such light sources, the image in the view
field will become darker and blurry. If the emitted light spectrum can fit into the energy absorption
dye range, we can have a brighter view field and a stronger signal. In this way, selecting a light source
that has excellent luminous efficiency to achieve the goal is very important in microscopy.

For the past ten years, light emitting diode (LED) techniques have been developing rapidly with a
major breakthrough when the luminous efficacy exceeded the 100 Lm/W mark. The high luminous
efficiency has enabled LEDs to replace the traditional lamp in many applications. In addition, LEDs
have other advantages, such as excellent color performance, longer lifespan, etc. Moreover, using
monochromatic LEDs is a good solution to the excitation of fluorescent molecules. To work on various
types of fluorescent molecules, we can choose LEDs with a corresponding spectrum to install into
the microscopes. How to design an excellent LED light source has been an important issue among
researchers. Herman proposed a frequency-domain fluorescence microscope using LEDs as a light
source in 2001 [12]. Hohman incorporated this new LED technique into the Colibri illumination system
in 2007 [13]. Bormuth applied different color LEDs in fluorescence microscopes that effectively suppress
the peripheral light of video-enhanced DIC in 2007 [14]. Hanscheid took low-cost and long-life span
LEDs to replace more expensive mercury lamps in fluorescence microscopes to detect tuberculosis
in resource-poor areas in 2008 [15]. Albeanu introduced the use of a simple light pipe to couple the
light emitted from an LED light source to a fluorescence microscope in 2008 [16]. Martin et al. and
Gerhardt et al. used LED light sources to detect single molecules in 2009 and 2011, respectively [17,18].
Compact optical microscopes have been developed based on the idea that researchers built mobile
phone-mounted light microscopes to detect diseases in developing regions where health treatment is
unaffordable, due to expensive equipment and training costs, but which are well served with phone
networks [19]. The small-size characteristic of LEDs is the key that has contributed to the designs of
many compact, portable optical or fluorescence microscopes [20,21]. The functionality of LED light
sources in fluorescence microscopes is multipurpose. For example, they provide a multi-wavelength
spectrum, and combine with a digital camera system, and they are suitable for the built-in function
of commercial devices [22–24]. Moreover, LEDs in high-power applications are designed in array
form to enhance the illumination of the images [25–31]. However, both single LED and LED array
designs suffer from the critical problem that the light from LEDs has a large divergent angle and a wide
emitting surface area, making the étendue of the light source large, so that the light energy is not easily
sufficiently concentrated. Hence, a LED lighting system with excellent light energy concentrating skill
is necessary for a fluorescence microscope, and can provide brighter illumination for the specimen in
lower electrical power.

Given that the optical design of LEDs is important, especially for the light energy absorption of
fluorescent molecules, we propose a novel LED light source system composed of a 3× 3 LED array
to replace the original light source system of the Zeiss fluorescence microscope (Axio Imager 2). The
original light source of the Axio Imager fluorescence microscope is a white light halogen lamp with
120-watt electrical power and a circle project pattern with a 27 mm diameter, while the distance between
the light source and the specimen of the microscope is 550 mm. The central illuminance value of its
halogen lamp projected on the specimen is approximately 10,578 lux. In order to use LEDs to replace
the halogen lamp, we have designed a confocal total internal reflection lens array system (CTLAS),
which is composed of a total internal reflection (TIR) lens array [32–39] and a confocal LED array
system [40–42]. This system can efficiently collect light energy and project it onto the specimen. The
assembly tolerance of the LED light sources will be discussed in the latter part of this paper.
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2. Optical Design of the LED Light Source System

2.1. The Optical Model Building of a Single LED

In the design setup, we use Cy3 fluorescence molecules as a reference material for fluorescence
absorption. To achieve the largest light flux passing through the excitation filters of the microscope,
the spectrum of the selected LED must fit the absorption spectrum of the Cy3 fluorescent molecules
as closely as possible. A Lumileds LED (LXML-PX02-0000) made by Philips company was chosen
to build up our light source system. The absorption and emission spectrum of the Cy3 fluorescent
molecules and the spectrum of the selected LED are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The absorption and emission spectrum of Cy3 fluorescent molecules, and the emission
spectrum of the selected LED.

The luminous flux of the LED, which is measured by a 10-inch integrating sphere, is 143 lumens
at 2.75 V (operating voltage) and 0.32 A (operating current). This luminous value will be used in the
simulation to calculate the actual number of LEDs required. Based on the limitations of the fabrication
and the measured luminous flux, we take 9 LEDs in a 3× 3 array to construct the lighting system. The
distance between each LED in the 3× 3 array is 38.5 mm. The layout is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The layout of the 3 × 3 LEDs array.

The Lumileds LED is a quasi-Lambertian LED. The emitting area of the LED is 1.06 mm × 1.06 mm,
and the shape of the packaging lens is dome-like, with a radius of about 2.8 mm. Jacobson proposed a
simple LED light source model construction in 2001 [43]. According to previous research by Sun [44–47],
precision simulation results require constructing the structure of the LEDs to get the optical model of
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the single LED. The optical model of the LED is shown in Figure 3a. Further, the rays emitted from the
LED are traced, and the corresponding normalized intensity distribution is calculated by the ASAP
optical analysis software (Breault Research Organization, Inc. Tucson, AZ 85706 USA). The precision
of the model is verified by comparing the LED intensity distribution from the experimental result with
that from the simulation result.

The normalized intensity distribution comparison from the experimental result and that from the
simulation result is shown in Figure 3b, in which the black and red dots respectively represent the
experimental and simulation values. The accuracy of the optical model can also be verified by the
normalized correlation coefficient (NCC) value that represents the similarity between the experimental
result and the simulation result. It is obtained as follows,

NCC =

∑
n
[A(θn) −A][B(θn) − B]√∑

n
[A(θn) −A]

2
[B(θn) − B]

2
, (1)

where A(θn) and B(θn) are the experimental and simulation results, respectively, while A and B are the
mean values. θn is the divergent angle of the LED. After calculation, the NCC value is 99.5%, which
means that this optical model is accurate enough to be used in subsequent optical designs.
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2.2. Optical Design of the CTLAS System

The light emitted from the quasi-Lambertian LEDs always diverges outward and requires
convergence on the specimen to enhance the irradiation values. The CTLAS system we designed is
composed of a TIR-lens array and a confocal system to efficiently collect the light energy of the LEDs
array, as shown in Figure 4. In the CTLAS system, lens 1 is built up by attaching the TIR-lens array to
the front lens of the confocal system as a one-piece lens. The left side of lens 1 is a 3× 3 TIR-lens array
used to assemble the 9 LEDs.
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The TIR lens is designed to collimate the divergent light of a single LED with a total internal
reflection effect, as shown in Figure 5a. The height and diameter of the designed TIR lens are,
respectively, 17.5 mm and 35.5 mm, and the material is PMMA with a 1.49 refractive index.
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By ASAP, the ray tracing the result of the TIR lens is shown in Figure 5b. We can see that, after
passing through the TIR lens, the divergent light is well collimated. In light of the testing performance,
we further acquired the result that the TIR-lens array can collimate the divergent light from the 3 × 3
LED array and turn it into quasi-collimating light with a larger beam size, as shown in Figure 6a. The
side length of the TIR-lens array is 106.5 mm, and the normalized intensity distribution of the TIR-lens
array is shown in Figure 6b. According to the simulation results, the half-width-half-magnitude
(HWHM) value of the normalized intensity distribution of the TIR-lens array is ±2.8◦. The optical
efficiency, defined as the ratio of the luminous flux of the TIR-lens array to the total luminous flux of
the LED, is 91.7%.
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In order to enhance the illuminance, the second surfaces of lens 1 and lens 2 form a confocal
system. The quasi-collimating light of a larger beam size passing through the second surface of lens
1 is focused on its focal point, which is also the front focal point of lens 2. After that, the focal light
will re-emerge from the focal point and form a small-size quasi-collimating light beam. As shown in
Figure 7, lens 2 is a plano-convex lens.
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The back surfaces of lenses 1 and 2 are both aspherical in order to eliminate the spherical
aberration. Those surfaces are also calculated by the sag function [48] which can represent the shape of
the aspherical surface and which is obtained by

z(r) =
cr2

1 +
√

1− (1 + k)c2r2
+ Ar4, (2)

where z(r), k, and A are the sag, conic constant, and the four-order aspherical coefficient of the aspherical
surface, respectively. c is the curvature of the aspherical surface at its vertex, and r is the axial height
on the aspherical surface. Thus, the second surfaces of lenses 1 and 2 are both designed and optimized
by the Zemax software. The optimization values, c, k, and A, of the second surfaces of lenses 1 and 2
are shown in Table 1. In the confocal system, the distance between the second surface of lens 1 and
the bottom plane of lens 2 is 114 mm; moreover, a mutual focal point is located 24 mm away from
the bottom plane of lens 2. The diameters of lens 1 and lens 2 are 150 mm and 28 mm, respectively.
The size of lens 2 is set to satisfy the size of the observation area on the specimen of the fluorescence
microscope because the diameter of the observation area size must be 27 mm.

Table 1. The c, k, and A values of the 2nd surfaces of lens 1 and lens 2.

c k A

Lens1 −46.65 −2.3 0

Lens2 −15.3 −0.654 −3.928 × 10−6

3. Results and Analyses

The ray tracing result of our designed CTLAS system by the ASAP software, shown in Figure 8.
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The optical efficiency, defined as the ratio of the luminous flux of the LEDs and the output
luminous flux emerging from lens 2, is obtained by

Optical E f f iciency =
FO
FL

, (3)

where FL and FO are, respectively, the luminous flux of the LEDs and the output luminous flux
emerging from lens 2. In Figure 9a, the light pattern on the specimen is a 27 mm diameter circular area
that is 550 mm away from the bottom of the LEDs. Figure 9b shows the uniformity of the light patterns
calculated by the illuminance values of 17 tested points.
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The red points show the testing positions. The uniformity of the light pattern is obtained by

Uni f ormity =
Eave

Emin
, (4)

where Eave and Emin are the average and the minimum irradiation values of the light pattern on the
specimen. After the calculation, the optical efficiency of this system is 72.7%. The uniformity of the
light pattern is 1.14, and the central irradiation value of the light pattern is 62,950 lux. The result
surpassed the requirement of the illumination value of our initial setting.

In a commercial fluorescence microscope system, most LED light sources are just used to illuminate
the specimen without any additional components to collect light. Some LED light sources are attached
with a converging lens to enhance the illuminance. Therefore, we take three examples, a nine-LED
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array, a nine-LED array with a converging lens, and the CTLAS system, to compare the illuminance, as
shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. The three types of LED light sources, (a) the nine-LED array only, (b) the nine-LED array
with the converging lens, and (c) the nine-LED array with the CTLAS system.

In Figure 10b, a 150 mm diameter and 0.7 NA value converging lens are assembled at the center
of the nine-LED array; the distance between the two is the focal length of the converging lens. The
corresponding central illuminance and the uniformity of these three examples are shown in Table 2.
The result shows that the CTLAS system obviously has the best uniformity and the greatest center
illumination value, which is 46 times brighter than the nine-LED array and 40 times brighter than the
nine-LED array with the converging lens.

Table 2. The simulation results of the central illuminance values and the uniformity of the nine-LED
array, the nine-LED array with the converging lens and the CTLAS system.

9-LED Array 9-LED Array with
Converging Lens

9-LED Array with the
CTLAS System

Central illuminance
value (Lux) 1377 1590 62,950

Uniformity 2 1.81 1.14

We successfully assembled the LED array and the CTLAS system. The system picture is shown in
Figure 11.
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All the lenses in this system are made by mold injection. We used the CTLAS system to observe the
fluorescent images of the vascular bundle organization modified with the Cy3 fluorescence molecules.
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The light pattern and fluorescent images of the vascular bundle organization modified with the Cy3
fluorescent molecules are shown in Figure 12. As shown, this CTLAS light source system can provide
sufficient light for fluorescence microscopes.
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In the illumination test of the CTLAS light source system, the measurement data are lower than
those of the simulation. Therefore, we checked the lens used in the system and found that there
were minor deformations and errors in the two lenses. These deformations and errors come from
the mold injection fabrication process. The shape errors of the second surfaces of lenses 1 and 2 are
shown in Figure 13. The black and red lines in Figure 13 represent the measured and simulated lens
shapes, respectively.
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Figure 14 shows the shape error of the first surface of lens 1, which is composed of TIR-lens arrays
and the normalized light intensity distributions from the simulation and the experimental results. The
measured light intensity in Figure 14b shows that the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
assembled CTLAS light source system is wider than that of the simulation, which indicates that the
energy of the projecting light beam from the system is not sufficiently concentrated.
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The errors of the finished TIR-lens array cause the divergence of the light beam; moreover,
the energy of the light pattern is not sufficiently dense, due to the larger divergent angle. Hence,
the measured illumination at the center of the light beam dropped to 980 lux. Taking the wrong
parameters in the simulation, we acquired the central illumination of the light pattern of 1307 lux.
The measured and simulated values are approximately in the same order of magnitude. This result
demonstrates that the design method of the CTLAS system is feasible in the applications of LEDs
applied in fluorescence microscopes.

4. Tolerance Analyses of the Light Source Assembly

In order to achieve the highest yield rate of the production in the future, the alignment precision
of the LEDs and TIR lens array is also a key point of the central illumination values. In the system
assembly processes, owing to the symmetric rotational shape of the TIR lens, the effects of LEDs
moving along the x-axis and y-axis are the same. Hence, LEDs can move in two directions, along
the x-axis and the z-axis, as shown in Figure 15. We evaluated and analyzed the impact on precision
affected by the misalignment.
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The corresponding uniformity and the central illumination values of the light pattern will change
along with the increasing or decreasing distance between the LEDs and the TIR-lens array. In the
example of 9 LEDs moving along the x-direction, Figure 16a,c show the simulation results of the
light patterns and the central illuminance values, respectively, and Figure 16b,d show the simulation
results for moving along the z-direction. In both of these examples, although moving in different
directions, their central illumination values gradually reduced with increasing displacement from
0 mm to approximately 2 mm. After 2 mm of displacement, the values tend to be stable.
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The uniformity of the light patterns shows some oscillations with increasing displacement, and
the uniformity still exhibits a gradually rising trend. This means that the LED misalignment will
cause light patterns to be darker and non-uniform. Moreover, regarding both uniformity and the
center illuminance, the increasing displacement of the x-axis causes bigger values to change compared
with the situation of the z-axis. On the one hand, in the x-axis, the non-uniformity and the reduced
brightness come from both the skewness of the projecting light and the hot spot laterally leaving the
central point. On the other hand, these variations are affected by the defocusing effect of the LED array
in the z-axis. The defocused light from the adjacent TIR lenses is diffused, and there is interference
between light from different lenses, which reduces the uniformity.

To meet the initial specifications that the center illuminance of a fluorescence microscope is
10,578 lux, the tolerances of the LED displacement along the x-axis and along the z-axis must be
controlled within 1.3 mm and 1.7 mm, respectively, and the corresponding uniformity is 1.39 and 1.26.

5. Conclusions

Research on the light sources of commercial microscopes or for other specific purposes plays a
significant role in biomedical scientists’ study. In this paper, we reveal a design method for LED light
sources applied in fluorescence microscopes. In our case, the target fluorescent molecules are Cy3;
however, this design method is not limited to Cy3 molecules. In light of the design concept, all of the
commercial fluorescent molecules can be applied. We have demonstrated and assembled the CTLAS
light source system successfully. Our CTLAS light source system is composed of a nine-LED array,
the corresponding TIR lens array and the confocal system that can collimate divergent light emitted
from the LED array and reduce the beam size to provide a circular light pattern on the specimen with
higher illuminance.

All recipes and optical component models are simulated in ASAP optical software. We have taken
both common cases, a nine-LED array only and a nine-LED array with a converging lens with our
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designed CTLAS light source system to compare the illuminance. The simulation result shows that
this CTLAS system has the best uniformity and the greatest center illumination which is 46 times
brighter than only using the nine-LED array mode and 40 times brighter than using the nine-LED
array with a converging lens. In the evaluation of the misalignment for the CTLAS system assembly,
the skewness of the projecting light and the hot spot laterally leaving the central point on the x-axis
have a greater impact on the uniformity and illuminance than the defocusing effect on the z-axis. The
tolerances of the LED displacement on the x-axis and z-axis must be controlled within 1.3 mm and
1.7 mm, respectively, so that the illuminance can reach the initial settings; the corresponding uniformity
is 1.39 and 1.26. In consideration of energy saving, the total electric power of the LED array is 7.9 watts,
which is approximately 6.6% of the original white halogen lamp used in an Axio Imager 2 fluorescence
microscope. Moreover, according to the simulation results, the central illuminance value of the light
pattern projected by the microscope that we designed is 62,950 lux, which is about 5.95 times that
of a microscope with the original white halogen lamp (10,578 lux). The results of our study provide
an optical design that demonstrates the use of LEDs to replace the traditional energy-consuming
light source.
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